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I have a list of 4 URLs which have above format. I just want to get 3rd URL from that list. I've tried
following code: regexp: "(?i)(?Hillary Clinton's personal email account was used as a family vacationing
for short periods of time, but that has not stopped people from suggesting she is using it to cover up her
dirty secrets. Hillary Clinton is guilty and she knows it, but the media and Democrats haven't been shy
about going after Trump, Cruz and anyone else who dares point this out. The latest: RNC Chairman
Reince Priebus said this week that "Hillary Clinton is literally a basket case when it comes to
transparency and accountability." Democratic National Committee Chairman Debbie Wasserman Schultz
ripped into the Republican Party for demanding accountability for the Clinton campaign: Sen. Chuck
Schumer called on both parties to end the "Clinton fatigue" and support Sen. John McCain's bid for the
presidency, though the high-level Democrat didn't mention the Republican candidate by name: New York
Times columnist Nicholas D. Kristof hit Clinton for being "judged by the standard of her actions during
the 1990s." And the Clinton campaign started by pointing out that Republicans are attacking Clinton's
emails: Tweeted Clinton spokesman Brian Fallon:Q: Sorting CodeIgniter with Data

M3PT is the latest and most complete Free Android Keylock apps for mobile phone. M3PT is free to try,
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